April 1, 2021
Tokyo Institute of Technology COVID-19 Task Force

Visitors to Tokyo Tech Campuses (Updated on April 1)

In an effort to help prevent the spread of COVID-19, Tokyo Institute of Technology (“Tokyo
Tech”) is currently taking the below measures when accepting visitors to campuses, in
accordance with the Tokyo Tech Response to COVID-19, March 19, 2021 ver. (“Tokyo Tech
Response”). We greatly appreciate your understanding and cooperation.
Tokyo Tech Response link:
https://www.titech.ac.jp/english/news/2020/046441.html#link01-1

Our response when accepting visitors
When accepting visitors or holding events involving non-Tokyo Tech members, appropriate
preventive measures must be taken corresponding to the respective alert levels for “11.
Gatherings and Events” and “12. Visitors to Tokyo Tech campuses” specified in the Tokyo Tech
Response.

To all visitors
-

Make sure you do not have any symptoms of sickness when visiting.

-

Please avoid coming in large groups.

-

Make sure to take infection prevention measures, including wearing a face mask, washing
hands, and using sanitizer.

-

Make sure to wear a face mask throughout your visit as well as while taking public
transportation. Those visiting as a group are expected to avoid conversations as much as
possible.

-

Those coming to view campuses prior to admission, etc. are not allowed to enter buildings
on Tokyo Tech premises.

-

Tokyo Tech host faculty/staff members will be keeping a record of visitors who do not come
for day-to-day or regular tasks at Tokyo Tech, and when visits could include a certain amount
of face-to-face contact with Tokyo Tech members (generally within a distance of approx. 1
meter for at least 15 minutes). We ask for your kind understanding regarding this procedure.

-

Tokyo Tech encourages its faculty and staff members to install the government-offered
COVID-19 Contact-Confirming Application (“COCOA” on their smartphones. We also ask our
visitors to participate in this effort.

